
WELCOME TO CYSTRACK

HERACLES DATABASE ASSOCIATED TO 
SAMPLES OF RETROSPECTIVE CE PATIENTS

http://cystrack.irnasa.csic.es

http://www.heracles-fp7.eu



Username & Password

Insert your credentials and  
click on “Log in”

A username (your email address) and a password (generic) will be provided to each user

http://cystrack.irnasa.csic.es



Dashboard

You can change your profile
and your password

When login in, this screen shows up.



User information

Change your password and 
selected “Update”



Dashboard
1. DOCUMENTS

Here, you can download the model
Documents “Agreement for sample
donation to HERACLES BIOBANK “ 
and “Ethical consent” by clicking
“List” (please, see next slide)



Dashboard
1. DOCUMENTS

Agreement for samples donation to HERACLES BIOBANK

Ethical consent

You can download here both the template documents for the “Agreement
for sample donation to HERACLES BIOBANK “ and the “Ethical consent”*. 
Signed documents should be sent to mmar.siles@irnasa.csic.es. A copy of 
the agrement for sample donation signed by our institution will be 
returned to you.
*Ethical consent for retrospective patients is usually managed for a whole series of retrospective
patients/samples by your institution. The Ethical committee of your institution should give you a 
signed consent to use samples from retrospective patients (usually not reachable individually).



Dashboard
2. CREATE NEW PATIENT

When a new patient is going to be 
inserted, select “Add new” in 
“Patients”



Fill in your patient’s data. 

Fields with an asterisk are mandatory. If you 
forget to fill in a required field, Cystrack will
automatically mark in red that box when you ask
the database to “Create”



Previous Cystic Echinococcosis and Clinical data

If the patient had CE before, please fill in these
fields. In “Treatmen type”, tick more than one box 
if indicated.
Both “Treatment year” and “Treatment Type” are 
self explanatory if you put the mouse on them.

Please, tick if indicated.
All fields are self explanatory if
you put the mouse on them.



Samples collection

Introduce  the date of 
collection and the type
of sample

If you sample is from a 
cyst, you must choose a 
sample subtype and the
store method if indicated
(e.g., ethanol)

For each sample, you have to add a 
code. This is the code you have put in 
the sample tube that you are going to 
send to the biobank. This is compulsory
for the traceability of samples and 
associated data in Cystrack.

If you need to add more 
samples, click “+”



Images

Enter the date 
when the image
was taken

If the patient had more 
than one cyst, please give a 
consecutive number to 
each cyst

Optionally, you can load a 
file here, with the image
corresponding to the
entered date

This is for
internal use, 
please don’t fill

Please, fill in the consecutive fields:
- Technique = image technique (if you don’t find the

technique under “Technique”, you can specify it under
“Specify technique”)

- WHO classification of the cyst
- Size of the cyst
- Location of the cyst (if you don’t find the location

under “Location”, you can specify it under “Specify
location”)

- Complications (ticked box is “yes”)

If the patient had
more than one

cyst, please select
“+” and fill in one
row for each cyst



Treatments

Please, choose
the treatment
and fill in the rest
of boxes. 

If the patient had more than one
treatment, please select “+” and fill

in one row for each treatment

If treatment concerns one specific cyst, 
please identify the cyst number. It
should be the same that the number
given to the cyst under “Images” 

Complications during treatment
(ticked box if “yes”)



Update and Delete

If you wish to eliminate a row that has been
filled in, tick the square and click “Update”

If you wish to eliminate a row that has not been filled in 
yet, click on the square and the row will be deleted

Any time that you want to save your data, please click “Update”



EDITING PATIENTS

• When adding a new patient, the easiest way is
to add all the information of the patient and 
associated samples in one go.

• To edit a patient, you can go to “Patient list” 
and choose one or more of the filters showed
below to edit the data.



Cystrack can export data directly to excel

If you are interested in having the data from your
patients in this format, please contact us



If you have questions, please contact us at:
mmar.siles@irnasa.csic.es
carlos.sanchez@irnasa.csic.es
asistencia.cystrack@rodri.net




